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INTELLIGENT
DIGITAL
WORKPLACES
TRANSFORMING EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE

With the modern working lifestyle, the distinction between professional and personal life
has dissolved and the workplace becomes truly digital, employees are communicating and
collaborating in unprecedented ways. Workplaces are now an always connected and
instant access environment that has blurred the lines between the physical office and the
place where work actually happens.
Employees want the ability to forge productive business relationships beyond natural work
groups and as a result, it is increasingly clear that the traditional 'create and push'
information approach no longer meets the needs.
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INTELLIGENT
DIGITAL
WORKPLACE

People focused organizations are embracing Digital Dexterity - the ability and ambition to use
technology for better business outcomes. It acknowledges that employees are being woven into
this digital state through powerful devices to make their jobs more efficient and allows
organizations to accurately reflect their staff’s changing work experience. Hence these
organizations have begun to implement an entirely new working environment – the digital
workplace.
The Intelligent Digital Workplace integrates the technologies that employees use such as chat,
e-mail, social media and more along with corporate applications like Document Management,
HRMS, CRMS etc. to break down communication barriers and foster collaboration, efficiency,
innovation and growth, thereby transforming the employee experience.

SMART TECHNOLOGIES FOR
INTELLIGENT DIGITAL WORKPLACE (IDW)
Smart technologies like Artificial intelligence (AI),
Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language
Processing (NLP) are quickly changing just about
every aspect of how we live our lives, and our
workplaces certainly aren’t exempt from this. New
systems have cognitive abilities, which automate
most repetitive processes and tasks. By
automating these skills, AI push human
professionals up the skillset ladder into uniquely
human skills such as creativity, social abilities,
empathy, and sense-making.

The transition is happening quickly, so it’s best to embrace AI and its many benefits surrounding
productivity and economic growth. As a result, AI makes the workplace more human, not less.
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INTELLIGENT DIGITAL WORKPLACE LANDSCAPE

SMART OFFICE
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DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
PLATFORMS

Content Classification

Context
Awareness

Pattern recognition,
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predictive modeling

Employee services,
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Task
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Service
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Content
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Helping
employees
perform
complex duties

Creating time
efficiencies by
helping
employees
perform
everyday tasks

Create and
manage
knowledge
transfer
channels using
chatbots or
virtual assistant
that deliver
relevant
knowledge

Deliver
powerful search
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insights using
Machine
Learning and
Adaptive
Learning

Automated
corporate
functions for
better
employee
productivity

Deliver specific
and customized
tasks and
insights using
NLP and
Machine
Learning

Some benefits of how AI is creating Intelligent workplaces and transforming employee
experience are:
• Eliminate Repetitive, Manual Processes with Automation: AI automates processes by
repeating tasks traditionally driven by humans. With enough repetition, the software starts to
identify patterns and creates an algorithm that accomplishes routine tasks much quicker.
• Save Time with Chatbots: AI chatbots become smarter over time and learn better answers to
frequently asked questions, freeing up time for management to focus on more strategic tasks.
These virtual robots are an effective, scalable way to bridge the communication gap between
employees and management and make internal information easily accessible.
• Improve Quality and Safety: AI improves overall quality. With any job, human-error is always
a factor, whereas AI software is less likely to malfunction.
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BUILDING
INTELLIGENT DIGITAL
WORKPLACE

TeBS IntraSenz is a smart and collaborative framework that provides organizations the
foundation to build their Intelligent Digital Workplaces.
Designed to meet the changing collaboration demands of employees across organizations,
IntraSenz offers a completely new working environment packed with powerful collaboration
tools and applications.
Built on SharePoint, IntraSenz focuses on employee engagement with personalized portal
pages to provide a user-friendly way to help employees get their jobs done from anywhere, at
any time, on any device and in any language.
With IntraSenz, organizations can provide an engaging employee experience and streamline
the intranet deployment process while taking advantage of everything Microsoft technologies
have to offer.
IntraSenz’s Cognitive framework makes SharePoint systems intelligent and fun to work with
using tools like Smart Bot, Cognitive Search, Auto-tagging, Encryption and Content Discovery.
IntraSenz enables users to interact with SharePoint for documents, corporate calendar and
other content using native English language and traversing SharePoint Libraries.
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SALIENT FEATURES
DISCOVERY

SMART SEARCH

Make informed decisions on content

Auto Tagging of content with

with insights for data security and

Smart OCR including images

archival

COMPLIANCE

ENCRYPTION

Ensure PDPA compliance with

Protect files in-place via

Machine Learning and Regex Key

encryption and tighter access

words search

control on policies

ADMIN

ARCHIVAL

Manage site, libraries, list and grant

Send files directly into our archive

user permissions through smart chat

for secure long-term storage

SMARTBOT

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT

Uses Smart technologies like Artificial

Deployment ready for

intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML)

On-premise, Cloud and SaaS

and Natural Language Processing (NLP)

versions

Kick-start your Intelligent Intranet journey today

+65 62900204 / 62900205
+65 62900204 / 62900205
sales@totalebizsolutions.com
sales@totalebizsolutions.com
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BOOK A DEMO
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